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FROM THE EDITOR

Watershed
Sentinel Those who do not learn from history are bound to repeat it. That adage 

applies to this magazine. We are slow learners. 
For fourteen years we have published the Watershed Sentinel on a 

shoestring, giving away thousands of copies, putting in endless hours to 
produce it. All the money we raise with ads and subscriptions barely covers 
costs, (about $3500 an issue) in part because of all those free copies. We’ve paid 
the post office, the printer, occasionally paid token amounts to a designer, a 
writer, or photographer, but never ourselves. 

Idealists? Yes. Fools? Maybe. 
We believe there is a lot of information out there that we all need to know. 

We want you to know about the endless bureaucratic lack of action in the face 
of our crushing global environmental emergency, the lack of urgent action — or 
any action —  on the part of all political parties, government, industry, and 
environmental establishments. We want you to tell your friends and family. But 
we also know that a budget balanced on blood, sweat, and tears, is running a 
deficit. It is exploitative and it can’t go on. 

Turns out even the best people in the world, most of you, our devoted 
readers, won’t pay for something they can get for free. Seems to be what’s 
wrong with our air and water too; it’s cheaper to pollute it than share it cleanly 
and fairly with everyone. Those few who contribute more than they have to, like 
our donors and subscribers, are outstanding. 

Changes have to come to this magazine. We, and an editorial team, will 
decide what changes to institute over the next two months. Options include an 
end to all free copies, publishing only electronically on the internet, sharpening 
content, focus, and mandate, changing format, or a new financial model. 

As the BC environmental movement disintegrates or morphs (the jury’s 
still out) in the face of some of the toughest times in decades, it is clear we all 
need to change. Citizens are going to need to shoulder some of the hard effort 
that has been paid for by all that blood sweat and tears over the years. Whether 
they do or not, will decide the future of their children. We want to cover that 
story. 

The Watershed Sentinel will publish our next issue in October. In the 
meantime, we’re going to be looking at budgets and exploring options. We are at 
a crossroads. We need your help in deciding which way to turn.

Delores Broten, Whaletown BC, August  2004

ATTENTION READERS
On the back cover you will find raffle forms for a chance to win 2 tick-

ets to the Clean Air Concert in Duncan Sept 17th with Randy Bachman, 
Neil Young and the Barenaked Ladies. Your chance is our chance, so get 
your ticket today!
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No matter where on Earth we live, we are all residents of a 
watershed. Throughout history, clans, tribes and all organized 

groups have endeavoured to protect their home watershed or territory. 
Sentinels were stationed throughout the highlands of a watershed to 
herald the coming of friends, or of threats in the form of encroachment, 
floods, fire or hostile armies.

Threats to our watersheds exist to this day, whether they come from 
careless individuals or insensitive corporations. The Watershed 
Sentinel keeps watch and informs.

Printed on 100% post-consumer recycled process chlorine-free 
newsprint, with vegetable inks

 Your subscription keeps us in print.  
Subscription Forms are on the 

back cover. Thank you!

Indicator Species 
“One measure of a project’s success should be 

the increase in the number of songbird species 
inhabiting a site after it has been developed “ 

— William McDonough

Watershed   
SENTINEL

In 2003, six 
Golden Eagles, 

a protected 
species, were 

killed on 
Vancouver Island 
to stop the eagles 

from preying on 
the last remaining 
Vancouver Island 

marmots. 
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LETTERS

From Our Dear Readers
Organic self-sufficiency for Tibet
It is becoming more and more obvious that the world 

is in critical danger, and that a great deal must be done 
very quickly, if we are to survive. More and more people 
are talking about it, but so far pathetically little is being 
done, particularly by those who wield power. 

Global warming, increasing use of fossil fuels, pollut-
ants, agribusiness, over-fishing, deforestation, the power 
of corporations, globalization, the World Bank, free trade, 
and the devastation and impoverishment of third world 
countries must be reversed without delay. At this stage 
propaganda and deception keep the masses in the dark to 
a point where, at best, they expect someone else to take 
action.

Not only must we reverse our way of thinking, but re-
alise that a worthwhile and happy life can come only from 
meeting our basic needs, not our greed. 

Renewable energy, drastic reduction of pollutants, 
local organic farming and consumption, subjecting eco-
nomic growth to conditions ensuring social well-being for 
all, and an understanding of the complete interdependence 
of all aspects of nature (including the human race) form 
the essentials of the new life style. 

Although we hear more and more about these needs, 
there is too little news of real action being taken, par-
ticularly by world leaders. An exception is the Tibetan 
Government-in-Exile, who have written it into their Con-
stitution that all the Tibetan agricultural settlements in 
India, Nepal and Bhutan (some 90,000 people in all) are to 
convert to small-scale organic self-sufficiency farming. 

This courageous example should be broadcast world-
wide.

Sedley Sweeny, 
Whaletown, BC 

When Oil and Gas Move Next Door
The good news was delivered to me one afternoon in 

February by a sweet little blond girl from a Calgary based 
drilling company. They are once again drilling for gas just 
across the road from my farm. In 1998, a drilling company 
drilled for natural gas in this very same spot and hit sour 
gas with 29-30% H2S. Believe it or not, they are doing the 
same thing again.

For all you folks who do not have to live with this 
kind of resource extraction, I will give you my experience 
with the Oil and Gas Commission as well as the drilling 
company. My home and barnyard as well as a small or-
ganic market garden are within just metres of the drill site. 
My home and barnyard as well as a small organic market 
garden are downwind from the prevailing winds and air 

inversions.
In 1998 I was subject to “solution gases” as well as 

two small “blow-outs” which resulted in the following 
(documented on my medical and veterinary records):

To myself:  liver damage, central nervous system 
damage.

To my flock of sheep: abortion, stillborn lambs and 
weak lambs. Death of 50% of my flock of laying hens.

To add to this, because I registered formal complaints, 
my property was vandalized, a purebred ram was beaten 
to death in his stall in my absence, I was subject to crank 
calls and was surveyed on a daily basis for hours on end 
by a company security person who sat at the end of my 
property and glassed me with field glasses. 

Also, if none of you have lived within earshot of the 
sound of a drill site, let me tell you what it is like. Day and 
night, 24/7, the scream of the drill is so terrible you cannot 
sleep, not to mention the vibration as they tunnel through 
the rock and soil. My livestock never slept but walked in 
circles day and night. 

As a further note, the South Dawson Creek that once 
ran through my property is now nothing more than a dry 
creek bed.

Through all this, my formal complaints to the Oil and 
Gas Commission were met with no results. I was told by 
phone and letter to basically “mind my own business and 
not contact them again.” 

I sympathize with the many environmental problems 
that you all endure in the rest of the province, but if I may 
say, visit the northeast and see the destruction of the envi-
ronment, the way of life of the people here and the terrible 
destruction of habitat of humans and wildlife. It is nothing 
short of a disaster for all life here.

Leona Green, Hillspring Farm and Wildlife 
Rehabilitation Facility, Dawson Creek, BC 

Editor: Leona Green reports that the drilling company 
found nothing marketable and have pulled the drill out. 

We Want Our Own Copy
We very much enjoy your publication that I have seen 

a few times from Technocracy Inc in Aldergrove. Now we 
wish to receive our own copy by subscription. Keep it up!

Ralph Lundahl, Coquitlam, BC 

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the 
right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste. Anonymous 

letters will not be published. Send your musings and your mis-
sives to: Watershed Sentinel, Box 39, Whaletown, BC V0P 1Z0 

editor@watershedsentinel.ca

MAY-JUNE 2004
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Offshore Oil Hearings Need You!

In a blast from the past, the BC government wants 
to log to make a 5 acre parking lot for tourists com-
ing to see the big trees at Cathedral Grove. The 
trees are in a park on Vancouver Island donated by 
MacMillan Bloedel in memory of the island’s origi-
nal old growth. Protesters include dedicated tree 
sitters in three tree platforms over 100 feet up. At 
press time, the protesters were still waiting judge-
ment on the injunction applied for in March by the 

Parks Branch. Government pur-
chased the 21 hectares adjacent to the park from 
Weyerhauser, but protesters want to save the trees 
and leave elk and other wildlife beside the Cam-
eron River undisturbed by the million visitors to the 
park annually. Protesters say any logging done will 
open the old growth up to blow down. The parking 
lot will have meters. Yes, Cathedral Grove is on the 
road to Clayoquot Sound.                Photos by Maureen Sager

If you really want to stop it, grab your pen!
The future of the BC coast is 

about to be decided. You can make a
difference. Right now the federal gov-
ernment is collecting public input to
decide whether to lift the offshore oil 
and gas moratorium in BC. 

Email or fax your letter of op-
position to Scott Gedak, Project 
Manager, at the Review Panel’s office:
sgedak@nrcan.gc.ca or 604 666-3755. 
Deadline is May 15th for letters.

Power to the People? ProRep Awaits
The BC Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform is holding 49 public input 

sessions across the province in May and June. You can also make a brief sub-
mission on line. The Assembly is tracking all submissions and will use them 
to make up their minds about whether to recommend changes to the electoral 
system. To date, participation has been low, and some members are saying 
that they may not vote for change unless they see popular demand for it. To 
participate, look for ads in your newspaper, or go to www.citizensassembly.bc.
ca Also see www.freeyourvote.bc.ca for more information.

Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform 
#2288 - 555 West Hastings Street, PO Box 12118, 
Vancouver BC V6B 4N6             Email: info@citizensassembly.bc.ca 
Phone: 604-660-1232 or 1-866-667-1232 Fax: 604-660-1236

NEWS

SCHEDULE OF HEARINGS
Port Hardy: May 10 - 11
Vancouver: May 11-13
Victoria: May 13-15

It may be too late to speak at a 
hearing, becasue the panel wanted 10 
days notice but call the review panel’s 
office at: 1-866-386-1323. 

The citizens of Haida Gwaii are 
asking that you support their efforts to 
send a loud and clear “NO” to offshore 

oil and gas. The Haida have boycotted 
the hearings. Organize a demo at the 
hearings in your community.

For more information about 
the impacts of Offshore Oil go to:
www.oilfreecoast.org For more infor-
mation on the hearings go to www.mo
ratoriumpublicreview.ca

FACTS ON OFFSHORE OIL
*  Oil rig jobs are very lim-

ited for local people
*  Offshore oil develop-

ment damages marine 
life before any oil is ex-
tracted.

*  Oil spills do happen
*  Oil rigs pollute
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NEWS

Community Futures, the non-
profit development corporation for 
Central Vancouver Island, has 
received a $10,000 grant from the 
Western Economic Diversification 
Fund to explore the work of a local 
inventor who has patents for wave en-
ergy devices. Community Futures  is 
working with University of BC wave 

technology specialists to prove the 
technology. That will involve de-
veloping a bench scale model of the 
Wave Energy Generator Accumula-
tor which can conceptually generate 
wave and tidal current energy from 
the ocean.

—Nanaimo News Bulletin, 
April 2004

BC Hydro Energy Plan Lists Site C 
by Delores Broten                 

The Peace River where the upper reservoir of the Site C dam would flood                             Photo by Wayne Sawchuk

NEWS

When BC Hydro released its 2004 
Integrated Electricity Plan 

(IEP) as a report to the BC Utilities 
Commission at the end of March, it 
caused increased anxiety in the interi-
or of the province. The IEP estimates 
the resources that BC Hydro will need 
over the next 20 years and outlines 
specific follow up actions to meet that 
need in an action plan.

Predictably, the report predicts 
continued growth in energy demand, 
although Hydro did include a renewed 
emphasis on conservation and its 
Power Smart program. The IEP also 
calmly discusses coal and gas fired 
generation, giving a failing grade to 
gas: “Only in a low gas price scenario 
would a high reliance on gas fired 
generation be cost-effective.” In that 
light, Hydro says a new transmission 
line to Vancouver Island is a sensible 
solution to the Island’s potential fu-
ture power shortage.

Making Local Waves Work

Similarly, the report notes 
uncertainty about Burrard Thermal’s 
future role, which has a significant 
impact on BC Hydro’s resource 
portfolio. The gas-fired plant currently 
runs only as a back up source of power 
for domestic use, due to air pollution 
problems in the Lower Mainland.

The plan calls for some major 
developments in coal, based on 
not-yet-operational “clean coal” 

technologies, expected to be 
developed sometime after 2013. 

But it was the discussion of 
Site C which raised hackles. Some 
folks embraced the idea of the long-
proposed third dam on the Peace as 
the least worst supply option; others 
recalled that Site C was one of the 
major forces behind the development 
of BC’s powerful environmental 
movement in the 1970s and 80s. 

MAY-JUNE 2004
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NEWS

A Prize In the 
Budget Package
The Martin government budget 

presented to the House of Commons 
in March contained welcome news if 
proposals presented therein are car-
ried through to legislation.

A change to the Income Tax Act 
will ensure that businesses are unable 
to obtain a tax deduction for fines and 
penalties imposed after March 22, 
2004. The Canada Revenue Agency 
will be able to closely examine fines 
and penalties imposed before that 
date.

Environmentalists have long con-
sidered tax deductible fines a licence 
to commit infractions.

— Govt. of Canada, Budget 2004

After a comprehensive review of 
research on the effects of pes-

ticides on human health, the Ontario 
College of Family Physicians (OCFP) 
strongly recommends that people 
reduce their exposure to pesticides 
wherever possible. The review shows 
consistent links to serious illnesses 
such as cancer, reproductive problems 
and neurological diseases, among 
others. The study also shows that 
children are particularly vulnerable 
to pesticides. The review found con-
sistent evidence of the health risks to 
patients with exposure to pesticides.

Principle Findings 
• Positive associations between 

solid tumours and pesticide ex-
posure, including brain cancer, 
prostate cancer, kidney cancer 
and pancreatic cancer, among 
others.

• 2,4-D and related pesticides are 
possible precipitants of non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma.

• An association exists between 
pesticide exposure and leukemia. 

• “A remarkable consistency of 
findings of nervous system ef-
fects of pesticide exposures.”

• Adverse reproductive effects in-
cluding: birth defects, fetal death 
and intrauterine growth retarda-
tion from occupational exposure 
to agricultural chemicals.

Pesticide Effects and Children
Children are constantly exposed 

to low levels of pesticides in their food 
and environment, yet there have been 
few studies on the long-term effects 
of these exposures. Nevertheless, the 
College reviewed several studies that 
found associations between pesticide 
exposures and cancer in children.

What the Public Should Do

Avoid Pesticides, Doctors Warn
Comprehensive Review of Pesticide Research Confirms Health Dangers

The College’s overall message 
to the public is to avoid or reduce 
exposure to all pesticides whenever 
and wherever possible. This includes 
reducing both occupational expo-
sures, as well as lower level exposures 
that occur from the use of pesticides 
in homes, gardens and public green 
space. 

What Family Doctors Should Do
The College advocates that fam-

ily physicians take the following 
measures:
• Screen patients for pesticides ex-

posure at a level that may cause 
significant health problems, and 
intervene if necessary.

• Take patient pesticide expo-
sure history when non-specific 
symptoms are present — such 
as fatigue, dizziness, low energy, 
rashes, weaknesses, sleep prob-
lems, anxiety, depression.

• Focus efforts on prevention. 
• Consider high-risk groups (e.g. 

children, pregnant women, sen-
iors) in their practices.

• Advocate reduction of pesticide 

risk/use to individual patients.
• Advocate reduction of pesti-

cide risk/use in the community, 
schools, hospitals and to govern-
ments.

—Media Release from the On-
tario College of Family Physicians

The OCFP Study is available  at 
www.ocfp.on.ca or www.spec.bc.ca 

West Vancouver District Council will be joining three other 
Greater Vancouver municipalities, Vancouver, Port Moody and 
New Westminster, which have by-laws restricting the use of non-
essential cosmetic pesticides on all lawns, gardens and public 
parks. The by-laws are preceded by education and information 
programs before they come into effect in 2006. 

Some 66 municipalities across Canada already have or are 
in the process of implementing by-laws to control cosmetic 
pesticides. For more information see the SPEC website http:
//www.spec.bc.ca/pesticides/

For model pesticide by-laws from other cities, and materials 
to mount a local campaign, see http://www.sierraclub.ca/
national/programs/health-environment/pesticides/pesticide-
bylaws/

Pesticide By-laws in 66 Cities 

MAY-JUNE 2004
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FORESTS

It has been slightly more than a 
year since my last Watershed 
Sentinel update on BC’s forest-

ry issues. Not much has changed, oth-
er than the Gordon Campbell Liberal 
government has now enshrined in law 
forestry policies that virtually hand 
over the management of our public 
forests to the timber corporations.  As 
well, government staffing has been re-
duced to the point that there is nearly 
no one left to enforce what few rules 
remain.  The situation is further com-
promised by the corporate-friendly 
media, which rarely covers environ-
mental criticism and protests.  Below 
is a summary of recent developments, 
followed by some suggestions for how 
to deal with the issues.

Biodiversity protection in your dreams:

The biodiversity guidebook, a maze 
of compromises, half-truths and con-
tradictions, was introduced in 1995, 
but implementation was stalled as 
old growth forests continued to be 
logged at unsustainable rates.  Now, 

MAY-JUNE 2004

by Jim Cooperman

nine years later, the Forest Practices 
Board has released a critical report 
that reveals only a few forest districts 
have the minimal biodiversity protec-
tion measures in place and that the 
new forestry legislation omits any 
requirements to protect biodiversity.  
As well, the province lacks any moni-
toring of biodiversity implementation 
and the government has yet to for-
mally establish the draft Old Growth 
Management Areas (OGMAs) that 
now exist in most regions. Of most 
recent concern are reports from inside 
government that industry is lobbying 

that OGMAs be replaced by the non-
spatial old growth designation order 
recently passed in Victoria.  For more 
information, read the full report at 
www.fpb.gov.bc.ca 

Softwood shenanigans:

Despite all the rhetoric, court cases 
and the BC government’s flawed 
market-based pricing system now un-
derway on the coast (and coming soon 
to the interior), there will likely be no 
solution until after the US election.  
Many forest companies have contin-
ued to make profits despite the tariff, 
which is charged by the US to offset 
government subsidies to the forest in-
dustry (on April 30th, NAFTA issues 
a ruling on whether Canadian lumber 
imports pose a threat of injury to the 
US lumber industry).  Also, compa-
nies likely yearn for the day the soft-
wood dispute is solved and the over 
one billion dollars collected in tariff 
charges be returned to them (as hap-
pened in the mid-ninties).  Amazingly, 
despite the enormous provincial debt, 

Corporations Now Control BC Forests

FORESTS
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characterizing the problem as privati-
zation.  While the government is like-
ly right in their claim that the working 
forest will not result in the sale of for-
estry lands, this legislation along with 
other new laws does provide forestry 
companies with new rights similar to 
and even better than private owner-
ship.  Of course the companies along 
with their cohorts in government are 
no doubt pleased that the environmen-
talist’s concerns can be dismissed so 
easily.  These companies now have 
rights that are preferable to private 
ownership and to get these rights 
they didn’t have to pay for the land or 
pay land taxes.  A more accurate, and 
likely more newsworthy, description 
for the government’s deregulation 
efforts would be subsidization.  The 
government even admits that its goal 
is to reduce costs to industry.
Endangered forest-dependent species:

The future looks bleak for BC’s for-
est-dependent species and the eco-
systems they inhabit. On the coast, 
the establishment of Wildlife Habitat 
Areas (WHAs) for marbled mur-
relets is already constrained by the 
rule that WHAs can only impact the 

the government has not raised any 
objections to this money going into 
corporate coffers.  Recently, US trade 
envoy Grant Aldonas visited BC and 
expressed enthusiasm for BC’s mini-
mal attempts to create a market-based 
system, even though the government 
predicts that stumpage rates will fall 
likely because companies will still be 
able to rig the system. 

Beetle mania:

As if unsustainable rates of clear-
cutting and last year’s fires are not 
enough of a problem, BC’s forests 
are rapidly succumbing to voracious, 
climate-change induced beetle popu-
lations that show no signs of slowing 
down now that they have made it past 
the Rocky Mountains. BC’s beetle 
boss, Bob Clark, announced last week 
that the Annual Allowable Cut is 
likely to climb from 70 million cubic 
metres to nearly 200 million to deal 
with the beetles. And typically, the 
province has not a clue as to how this 
lumber could be marketed, especially 
considering how bloated the world 
lumber markets, including the US are 
already. Perhaps this year’s fires may 
get to these beetle killed forests before 
the feller-bunchers.

Results will be biased under new code:

Corporate forestry’s dream legisla-
tion that virtually ends government 
supervision is now the law.  The (de)-
regulations, which guide the prov-
ince’s Forest and Range Practices 
Act, became effective on January 31, 
2004. Under this new “Results-
Based Code,” companies will now be 
drafting new plans (every five years 
instead of every year) that may be 
devoid of any specific information. 
They even have the option of devising 
their own environmental objectives if 
they think the existing ones are too 
restrictive.  The government now has 
extraordinary restrictions on when 
and how they could reject these plans 
and even then any action must not 
“unduly reduce the supply of timber.”  
For a more comprehensive critique, 
see http://www.wcel.org
Subsidization not privatization:

There was typically scant media cov-
erage of a recent protest in Victoria 
opposing the Working Forest legis-
lation, which doubles the land base 
devoted to industrial forestry.  The 
government was quick to point out 
how protestors were off the mark in 

Biodiversity Protections Gone
A Forest Practices Board study released in mid-March confirms that 

BC has failed to implement promised protections for biodiversity. The Board 
found that the province’s biodiversity strategy, which was supposed to protect 
important habitat for endangered and other species outside of parks, was thor-
oughly implemented in only a small percentage of the province and that the 
fate of the strategy under the new Forest and Range Practices Act is unclear.

“The situation is even worse, because the Province has actually regulated 
new obstacles to protecting biodiversity through the new Government Actions 
Regulation,” said Jessica Clogg of West Coast Environmental Law. 

The Government Actions Regulation prohibits the government 
from taking a long list of actions related to protect-
ing wildlife, forests and water if they 
would “unduly reduce the 
supply of timber from 
Br it ish Columbia’s 
forests.” 

—WCEL press
release, March 2004

Continued on Page 8  v

MAY-JUNE 2004
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timber supply by one percent. In the 
lower mainland, logging of remaining 
spotted owl habitat continues with 
the blessing of the provincial govern-
ment, while the federal government 
sees no need to utilize its Species at 
Risk Act. Fewer than 1,900 mountain 
caribou now remain in BC, while 
logging continues to eat up critical 
habitat and ever-expanding motorized 
recreation impacts many of the herds. 
Now the government is in the process 
of revising the Kootenay land use plan 
to allow even more logging of the old 
growth forest habitat needed to ensure 
the survival of the remaining caribou. 
See www.mountaincaribou.org for 
more information.
Profits before jobs and communities:

There is no room anymore for the 
small outfit in BC’s forests. Under the 
Campbell Liberals, big is beautiful 
and value-added opportunities are no 
longer achievable. BC Timber Sales 
has replaced the small business pro-
gram and only large sales are avail-
able, which has put horseloggers out 
to pasture and other small operators 
out of business. Meanwhile, now that:
• forest licences are no longer 

linked to mills;
• the five-percent take-back when 

tenures are sold is gone;
• and tenure sell-off is allowed 

without government oversight; 
corporate mergers and take-overs are 
increasing and fewer companies con-
trol greater amounts of forestlands. 
Canfor’s recent absorption of Slocan 
gives it control of nineteen percent of 
the provincial cut. Smaller mills are 
being shut down as mega-mills where 
fewer workers are needed take over 
most of the production.

All is not lost, yet:

These are tough times to be a sustain-
able forestry advocate in this prov-
ince. While many activists soundly 
criticized the union-friendly NDP 
government even though it doubled 
the park land base and tried to im-
prove forestry practices, they were ill 

See also “Weyco and Me,” pg. 22

prepared to deal with the Campbell 
government’s complete assault on 
environmental values and its virtual 
handover of public forests to the cor-
porations. 

At this point in time, the only op-
portunity left to maintain some sem-
blance of environmental protection of 
non-timber forest values is to main-
tain vigilance of the existing, however 
insufficient, land use plans and work 
to ensure that implementation con-
tinues, including full establishment 
of all old growth management areas. 
Since forest companies now have the 
keys to the forests, it will be neces-
sary to hold back nausea and maintain 
communication with them to monitor 
their plans and push for changes if 
and when wildlife, watersheds and 
recreational opportunities are threat-
ened. As traditional forms of protest 
become increasingly ineffective, the 
best way to deal with the growing 
number of problems is to support 
those groups (such as Forest Ethics, 
www.forestethics.org) that work on 
market campaigns and provide them 

FSC Only Credible Forest Certification
BC First Nations, environmental groups and forest workers have 

declared that the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) logo is the only 
credible certification mark for sustainable forest management. FSC 
recognizes Aboriginal Title and resource governance rights, and sup-
ports local wood processing. It is currently the only brand recognized by 
sustainable building and design groups. 

FSC certified lumber is now produced and available in BC.
Similar conclu-

sions were reached 
by FERN, the Euro-
pean forest campaign 
group, in Footprints in 
the Forest, available 
at www.fern.org 

—Union of BC 
Indian Chiefs, Pulp, 
Paper and Wood-
workers of Canada, 
Greenpeace and 
West Coast Environ-
mental Law Associa-

tion, April 2004 

with information about specific con-
cerns. To keep up-to-date on current 
issues see www.BCFacts.org and to 
learn about sustainable alternatives 
and solutions to the softwood quag-
mire see www.forestsolutions.ca

The only real clout remaining 
for BC activists is to raise awareness 
provincially and internationally of 
how BC’s forestry policies further 
subsidize corporations at the expense 
of workers, communities, and the en-
vironment.



Thanks to Mark Haddock and 
Candace Batycki for their reviews and 

suggestions
Clearcut photos, D. Broten; Logs, E. Strijbos

Jim Cooperman was editor of the 
BC Environmental Report and the BCEN 
Forest Caucus coordinator for a decade. 
He lives above Shuswap Lake and is the 
president of the Shuswap Environmental 
Action Society. He can be contacted at 

jcoop@direct.ca or www.seas.ca

MAY-JUNE 2004
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As gases go, hydrogen 
sulfide isn’t the best of 

bedfellows. H2S has the dis-
tinct honor of being extremely 
poisonous, highly corrosive, 
explosive, colourless, and foul 
smelling. Natural gases imbued 
with anywhere from trace amounts to 
high percentages of hydrogen sulfide 
are referred to as sour and they can 
pack quite the punch.

Humans are likely to smell the 
rotten egg associated with hydrogen 
sulfide well below one part per mil-
lion (1ppm). Ten times that amount 
will irk the eyes and the lungs, while 
a hundredfold increase in dosage can 
be dangerous to say the least. Around 
500 ppm the central nervous system 
is strongly affected, leading to loss 
of balance, loss of reasoning, uncon-
sciousness and asphyxiation. Expo-
sure to sour gas in excess of 1000 ppm 
is lethal over any duration.

Common wisdom 
would expect people to 
give sour gas a wide 
berth, but two power-
ful forces have drawn 
them inextricably 
together: wealth and 
energy. Only the desire 
to fuel the rabid energy 
demands of the develop-
ing world and the chance 
to get extremely rich in the 
process has placed sour gas in 
the midst of public living.

It is no surprise then that the 
relationship has been part sweet and 
mostly sour. Human deaths and ill-
nesses associated with sour gas have 
been chronicled for centuries; how-
ever, it is only in the last century that 
the numbers have grown dramatically. 
Where expanding industry and ex-
panding populations meet, problems 
are sure to follow.

In Alberta, the relationship is 
readily apparent. Sour gas has been 
extracted in the province since the 
mid 1920’s, often times in close prox-

TOXICS INK

by Lee Staples

imity to cit-
ies and farm-

land. Alberta’s 
20,000 sour gas 

wells accounted for 
over 30 per cent of natural gas op-
erations in the province, providing the 
Klein government with $1.5 billion 
dollars in earnings last year alone. 

Alberta ranchers and farmers 
sing a different song, claiming sour 
gas has killed or crippled their live-
stock and their livelihood since the 
earliest wells. The industry has, of 
course, denied such claims for years, 
citing reports, mostly outdated, that 
show no correlation between chronic 
(long term), low level sour gas emis-
sions and the health of humans and 

animals living nearby.
“It’s a well known fact that higher 

levels are dangerous,” says Gary Neil-
son, member of the Advisory Com-
mittee on Public Safety and Sour Gas, 
established in January 2000 at the be-
hest of the Alberta Energy and Utili-
ties Board (EUB), which regulates the 
industry. 

“A lot of these reports are (now) 
dealing with the question: are low 
level emissions risky?” he adds. 

While Neilson’s employer, the 
EUB, is quick to say no, he is still 
open to the possibility.

“The lower end of the spectrum, 
in the parts per billion? Depending on 
time of exposure, et cetera, it could be 
dangerous.”

Sour Gas

How Much
   is too much?
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Sour gas
• 20,000 – Approximate number 

of sour gas wells in Alberta. 
Sour gas composes approxi-
mately 30 per cent of total 
natural gas yields. Fifty per 
cent of natural gas wells in 
B.C. are sour.

• 12,000 – Kilometres of sour 
gas pipelines in Alberta.

• 37,000 – Number of Alber-
tan’s employed in the sour gas 
industry.

• $1.3 billion – Wages provided 
to sour gas employees in 2003.

• $1.5 billion – Provincial rev-
enues incurred from sour gas 
in 2003.

• 15,000 to 20,000 – Number of 
oil and gas workers in Alberta 
exposed to low emissions of 
sour gas each day.

• 36 – Number of oil and gas 
workers killed by sour gas in 
the last 30 years.

• $10 million – The cost of van-
dalism to the industry in 1998.

• 30 – Number of sour gas re-
lated lawsuits currently before 
Alberta courts.

• 59 – Number of sour gas wells 
on Calgary’s borders.

• 0.001 – Percentage of hydro-
gen sulfide in natural gas that 
identifies it as sour according 
to the Canadian worker safety 
standards. Equivalent to 10 
ppm. The petroleum industry 
recognizes 1 per cent hydro-
gen sulfide as sour.

• 1982 – Year of Amaco blowout 
near Lodgepole, Alta., north of 
Edmonton. The well vented 
sour gas for 67 days, killing 
two workers and hundreds of 
animals.

• Unknown – The irreparable 
damage inflicted on the envi-
ronment by sour gas emissions 
over the last 80 years.

Neilson is also honest about the 
EUB’s zero tolerance for hydrogen 
sulfide.

“To say there is going to be zero 
emissions is untrue,” he says. “There 
is always a general source of low level 
emissions.” Considering the 12,000 
kilometres of pipeline, the over 300 
sour gas processing plants, the thou-
sands of wells, and the highly cor-
rosive nature of the gas itself, it’s no 
surprise the system is punctuated by 
pinholes.

The real debate revolves around 
such ultra-low emissions. Of the 
hundreds if not thousands 
of sour gas reports 
released by govern-
ment, scientific, 
and public bod-
ies, few, if any, 
have adequately 
studied the long 
term effects of 
hydrogen sulfide 
in the parts per bil-
lion. Only now is the 
question being asked: 
Are they just as deadly?

“The answer is a definite 
yes, even in the parts per billion,” 
emphatically states Martha Kostuch. 
“All the research has been done at 
higher levels.”

Kostuch is absolute in her beliefs. 
While helping compose emission 
studies in the province, and long be-
fore when treating cattle as a veteri-
narian, she was convinced miniscule 
amounts of H2S were affecting herds 
and humans alike. 

“There are (thousands of) wells 
in this province,” says Kostuch. 
“While they’re not allowed to release 
H2S, it’s still happening. Even around 
10 parts per billion, many are forced 
to leave their homes.

“The odour itself can cause a re-
action,” she adds. “With people (there 
is) doubt whether it’s psychosomatic 
or physiological, but there’s no doubt 
it’s happening.”

The health problems associ-
ated with chronic exposure to trace 
amounts of sour gas are plentiful 
according to Kostuch. Reactions 
ranging from nausea, to constant 
headaches, to respiratory illness are 
commonplace in her studies.

“It deeply affects your life,” says 
Kostuch.

Curiously enough, evidence of 
Kostuch’s claims can be found out-
side the sour gas industry. Low level 
releases of H2S are common in pulp 
mills around the country, and recent 
findings by olfactory specialist Dr. 

Alan Hirsch reveal that chronic 
exposure to odours such 

as hydrogen sulfide 
have dire medical 

implications for 
mill workers, 
even in the parts 
per billion.

“It’s clear 
odour is more 

than a nuisance,” 
said Hirsch at a 

B.C. Environmental 
Board hearing in July 

1999. “It can cause health 
effects, neurologic effects, 

immune effects, respiratory effects, 
chemosensory effects ... and cardio-
vascular effects. These effects can be 
permanent and ... for the majority 
there’s no good way of treating them 
... the best treatment is prevention and 
elimination of exacerbation and the 
best way to do it is to get rid of the bad 
odour, in this instance as a result of 
the pulp mill.”

 Two recent reports may also lend 
their support to Kostuch’s cause. A 
2003 Alberta Environment sponsored 
study by the University of Calgary’s 
Dr. Sheldon Roth and Verona Good-
win, titled Health Effects of Hydrogen 
Sulfide: Knowledge Gaps, illumi-
nated the need for definitive studies 
of chronic low level emissions often 
lacking in many past reports, includ-
ing those reports utilized by the sour 

u Sour Gas continued

Continued on Page 11  v
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released alongside hydrogen sulfide 
and sulphur dioxide in relative ob-
scurity. Benzene, benzo(a)pyrene, 
and acetaldehyde, all byproducts of 
sour gas flaring, have proved deadly 
in the parts per million, and in some 
cases the parts per billion. Perhaps 
the singular smoking gun of the sour 
gas industry may in fact be an entire 
arsenal of chemicals, each producing 
a host of health effects that scientists 
have only begun to unravel.

Alongside the 33,000 individual 
cattle monitored for the WISSA 
study, the European starling has also 
been employed as a key indicator 
species for emissions. Well populated 
throughout the study region, WISSA 

is hoping the highly sensitive starling 
may provide statistical proof, good 
or bad, of the effects of all low level 
emissions.

 “We’re looking for the canary 
of the coal mine essentially,” says 
O’Connell. 

The data to be unveiled in the 
WISSA study will go a long way to-
wards clarifying the issue, but hope-
fully it is just the beginning. A human 
health component originally planned 
for the study may be reintroduced as 
well, offering front-line opponents of 
sour gas proof to back their claims. 
Proof that will ultimately sway the 
opinion of the greater public, which 
is currently focused on other top-
ics, such as Mad Cow and softwood 
lumber.

Yet the public is slowly 
starting to refocus on sour 
gas. Calamitous blowouts 
from wells, pipes, and 
processing plants have, in 
the past, had fatal implica-
tions for communities in 
Canada, the United States 
and around the world. More 
recent events, such as the 
one that occurred in China in 

TOXICS INK

gas industry to support their claims.
According to the Roth-Goodwin 

report: “In the majority of studies that 
were reviewed, concentration meas-
urements of H2S were not obtained 
at the time and location of exposures. 
Published workplace studies have 
rarely provided good exposure meas-
urements even though a wide variety 
of monitoring and sampling methods 
have been available for decades.”

The report also gives credence to 
the accounts of farmers who believe 
the bad smell associated with H2S is 
more than just nose-turning.

“I do believe at low levels the re-
sponse to odours is real,” says Roth in 
a later interview. “Until we can evalu-
ate it definitively, perhaps all the facts 
we have are anecdotal.”

Roth points out another study, 
this one long-windedly titled The 
Western Canada Study on Animal 
Health Effects Associated with Ex-
posure to Emissions from Oil and 
Natural Gas Field Facilities, which 
may take the knowledge gap seri-
ously. Sponsored by all four western 
provincial governments, along with a 
host of industry and public groups, the 
massive $17 million study, slated for 
public release in summer 2005, may 
ultimately reveal the animal health ef-
fects associated with ultra-low doses 
of hydrogen sulfide.

The Western Interprovincial Sci-
entific Studies Association (WISSA) 
in charge of the report strongly main-
tains that hydrogen sulfide is only one 
component of their study, however. 

“This goes far beyond sour 
gas,” says study manager Michael 
O’Connell, who sites research about  
emissions of sulphur dioxide and a 
plethora of other volatile compounds.

“Our key objective is to deter-
mine if exposures from oil and gas 
emissions affect animal health and, if 
so, under what conditions.”

O’Connell raises a key issue. 
While H2S is a volatile figurehead 
for hazardous emissions, numerous 
other probable carcinogenic gases are 

December 2003, have fixed the public 
eye on H2S. When a well in that coun-
try’s southwest vented toxic sour gas 
into the region, 200 people were over-
come by the fumes, 700 more were 
hospitalized, and an estimated 40,000 
others who were forced to evacuate 
the “death zone.” 

Those opposed to sour gas can 
take comfort in the recent struggle 
between the Alberta Wilderness 
Association (AWA) and Polaris Re-
sources Ltd. A proposed sour gas well 
in the heart of the Whaleback wilder-
ness area of southern Alberta, an area 
as ecologically diverse as any in the 
country, was turned down by the EUB 
in December of 2003.

“The landscapes in the Whale-
back are extremely sensitive,” says 
AWA outreach coordinator Nigel 
Douglas. “The EUB decision recog-
nized the value of the region.”

The AWA is pleased with the 
unusual EUB verdict but Douglas is 
concerned the door is still open for 
companies to operate just outside 
such protected areas, where he be-
lieves even trace amounts of sour gas 
could do lasting harm.

The debate is still open as well. 
For proponents of an industry that 
believes billions in revenue is never 
enough, and opponents who believe 
one part of H2S in a billion is far too 
much, the controversy over sour gas is 
likely to continue well into the future


Lee Staples, a journalism student in 
Calgary, served as an intern for the 

Watershed Sentinel this March. 

“...At low levels the response 
to odours is real.”

In British Columbia

At least half the gas reserves in BC’s 
northeast, where drilling — often close to 
homes — is booming, are sour, according to 
“Sour Gas: The Smell of Money,” published 
on the internet at www.thetyee.ca. Two work-
ers have died, and many been poisoned, in the 
last two years in the Peace country. 

MAY-JUNE 2004
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The Tanami track is a rough, 
corrugated ‘bush highway’ 
that cuts across the Central 

Australian desert from Alice Springs 
northwest to Halls Creek in the Kim-
berley. While an important artery 
serving Aboriginal communities 
and mining operations, this route 
traverses one of the more remote and 
unforgiving regions of the country, 
offering few amenities to the uniniti-

ated traveler. From my home in Alice 
Springs it was a 650 kilometre drive 
up the Tanami before reaching the 
turnoff to Lajamanu, the Warlpiri Ab-
original community where I worked, 
a further 230 km north. 

Employed by the Central Land 
Council’s Land Management Unit last 
year, I gained a unique glimpse into 
life in the northwest Tanami desert 
and the land management issues its 

traditional Aboriginal custodians face 
in “caring for country.” My initiation 
into this field of work offered a steep 
learning curve and an experience rich 
in gems, thorns, opportunities and 
contradictions. I couldn’t have asked 
for a more challenging and  engaging 
position.

Appointed as an “Indigenous 
Protected Area Development Officer,” 
my role was to consult with the Laja-
manu community on a broad range of 
natural resource management issues 
and facilitate on the ground programs 
that encouraged greater community 
involvement in land management ac-
tivities. Funded by Environment 
Australia, the position was created 
to assess the feasibility of Indigenous 
Protected Area (IPA) declaration 
in the northwest Tanami, a national 
initiative that seeks to promote bio-
diversity and cultural resource con-
servation on Aboriginal lands. As a 
liaison between community elders 
and government conservation agen-
cies, I had to learn to walk between 
the worlds, acting as a bridge between 

Caring For Country

Story and photos by Andrew Harrison

An Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) is an area of land that tradition-
al Aboriginal land owners have agreed to manage for the conservation 
of its natural and cultural resources. The program is an initiative of Envi-
ronment Australia and part of the National Reserve System, which seeks 
to include representative samples of all types of ecosystems throughout 
Australia. Traditional owners enter into a voluntary agreement with the 
government and receive support in developing a plan of management 
that accommodates both cultural priorities and biodiversity conservation 
objectives. A declared IPA becomes recognized as part of the National 
Reserve System and continues to be managed by its traditional own-
ers with assistance from Environment Australia and other conservation 
agencies. To date there are 13 declared IPAs in Australia covering an 
area of nearly 13.5 million hectares.

Termitaria (termite mounds) amidst spinifex grasslands, Hooker Creek Aboriginal Land Trust, north of Lajamanu

A Central Australian Perspective on Indigenous Land Management
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traditional ways of caring for country 
and contemporary western land man-
agement principles.

Home to about 700 Warlpiri 
and Gurindji Aboriginal peoples, 
Lajamanu was established as Hooker 
Creek Reserve in 1948 by the North-
ern Territory government’s Native 
Affairs Department. At the time near-
ly 400 Warlpiri people were forcibly 
transferred from Yuendumu (a com-
munity about 500 km southeast) and 
the surrounding region to this new 
settlement on Gurindji land. While 
many people walked back hundreds 
of kilometres to their homelands, af-
ter repeated relocations some Warlpiri 
people adopted the community as 
their home. Issues continue to arise 
over the ownership and use of the La-
jamanu area. However as the popula-
tion today is primarily Warlpiri, many 
of the Dreaming stories and cultural 
responsibilities associated with the 
area have been passed on to them 
from Gurindji people.

Today Lajamanu is a dynamic 
community with a local government 
council, school, clinic, outstation re-
source centre, police station, general 
store, service station, and fast food 
outlet. Situated in what is considered 
one of Australia’s last under-explored 
mineral provinces, the economy is 
based primarily on mining royalties. 
Multi-national Newmont’s Tanami 
and Granites mines on Warlpiri land 
are amongst the country’s largest gold 
producing operations. Employment 
opportunities in the region are mini-
mal, and few people here work in the 
Western sense. Cultural business has 
a high priority and occupies much of 
the community’s time.

My first trip to Lajamanu in early 
February gave me an initial sense of 
the land and pace of life in this unique 
desert community. Set at the interface 
of the arid zone and humid tropics, 
the ecology of this area is distinct, 
with flora and fauna of both biomes. 

The country was quite different than 
I’d expected, suprisingly lush and 
green for a desert, though our arrival 
towards the end of the monsoonal 
season gave a misleading impression 
of the abundance of water. Most of the 
year water is scarce, and few creeks 
flow year around. The average annual 
precipitation sits at a meagre 300mm.

Monotonous spinifex grasslands 
predominate much of the area, of-
ten supporting an overstorey of low 

bushes and trees, mainly eucalypt and 
acacia species. I was surprised to see 
occasional open woodlands, unex-
pected to my limited perception of 
the Australian desert landscape. Rich 
ochre coloured rocky outcrops and 
low lateritic mineral rises also punc-
tuate the sandplains, offering a diver-
sity of microhabitats for desert fauna. 
The northwest Tanami is nationally 
recognized for its conservation sig-
nificance, home to a number of rare 
and threatened arid zone animals and 
a high proportion of endemic plant 
species. Its importance as an area 

of high biological diversity and as a 
refuge area for threatened species led 
to the establishment of a formal con-
servation reserve, the Tanami Desert 
Wildlife Sanctuary in 1964. However 
this status has since elapsed with the 
land claims process in the 1970s. 

Aboriginal people now have 
inalienable freehold title to nearly 
half of Australia’s Northern Territory. 
Most of this land was granted back 
through lengthy claims processes in 
the 1970s and 80s under the Aborigi-
nal Land Rights (Northern Territory) 
Act 1976. The Central Land Council 
(CLC) came into being through this 
struggle and has been instrumental 
in supporting traditional owners in 
their rights to land. Aboriginal land is 
vested in land trusts and all decisions 
about its use are made collectively 
by the appropriate traditional own-
ers. Covering more than 65,000 km2 
the proposed management area I was 
working in included the Hooker Creek 
Aboriginal Land Trust, and a portion 
of the vast Central Desert A.L.T.

My first couple months in the po-
sition were a time to break the ice – to 
establish the trust of the community 

MAY-JUNE 2004

“I had to learn to walk 
between the worlds...”

Snake tracks crossing the Lajamanu — Suplejack road

Continued on Page 16  v
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and start to learn how to operate with-
in a cultural framework so different 
from my own. Seeing my pale white 
skin and youthful appearance, some 
community members expressed their 
concern about my age, and lack of 
experience with the Australian bush. 
The community had been let down by 
flailing CLC programs in the past, so 
building a strong working relationship 
already had its challenges before I had 
arrived. I was fortunate to have the 
guidance of a senior land manage-
ment officer, as well as two senior 
men who supported the program 
and my presence there. All the 
study I had done and knowl-
edge I carried meant nothing 
unless it could be translated 
on the ground in a way 
that was meaningful to the 
community.

The Aboriginal per-
spective to land management 
is different, though related, to 
the western scientific view of 
natural resource management. 
“Caring for country” is a term 
more appropriately used to refer 
to Indigenous land management in 
Australia. To Aboriginal people “land 
management” is a holistic practice, 
and is not separate from their inherent 
cultural responsiblities that stem from 
the Jukurrpa, or Dreaming traditions.

The Jukurrpa is the spiritual 
basis of Warlpiri Aboriginal culture, 
referring to the creation period when 
Ancestral Spirits rose up from the 
earth and created the landforms, 
plants and animals that exist today. 
These animate Spirit Beings also cre-
ated languages, established kinship 
relations, marriage rules and food 
taboos. They gave Aboriginal people 
the ceremonies, songs, and dances that 
ensure the continuous viability of the 
Dreaming and created a charter that is 
“The Law,” setting out their cultural 
obligations. At some point these An-

cestral Spirits changed into various 
forms, becoming plants, animals, 
celestial bodies, wind, or rain. Others 
transformed themselves into rocks, 
trees, or watercourses, their power 
becoming localized at certain sites. 
This power is still considered alive 
and vital today, and such places are 
often referred to as sacred sites. Land 
manage- m e n t 

is based on the maintenance of Abo-
riginal Law and is not a specialized 
pursuit but an integral part of the 
inherited cultural obligations that all 
traditional owners carry.

As country is seen as animate 
and infused with the power or essence 
necessary for the well-being of all 
life forms, ceremonial activity that 
maintains this natural order is a key 
part of Indigenous land management. 
Country that is not cared for through 

appropriate ceremonies, songs, and 
visits can “become sick” or even 
dangerous to people. Thus elders 
who hold knowledge of ceremony and 
Dreaming stories/songs are essential 
to keep the land healthy. Ceremony 
is carried out for specific sites and 
to ensure the well-being of particular 
plant and animal species. One exam-
ple is the “increase ceremony,” a site 
specific ritual that is performed at 
certain times of year to ensure a good 

supply of bush food in the coming 
season. Without the increase 

ceremony a particular species 
can become scarce. From an 
Aboriginal perspective the 
local extinction of small 
mammals in Central Aus-
tralia is directly related 
to the loss of the proper 
ceremonies as key elders 
with this knowledge have 
passed away.

Traditional burning 
is one of the more practical 

aspects of Indigenous land 
management that has gained 

increasing recognition from 
mainstream land management agen-

cies throughout the country. Fire has 
played a major roll in shaping the Aus-
tralian continent, and is instrumental 
in determining the community struc-
ture and species composition present 
in the desert at any given time. In the 
Tanami, big fuel loads from monsoon-
al summer growth create a high risk 
of destructive wildfires as vegetation 
dries out later in the year. Tradition-
ally, Aboriginal people burn patches 
of their country at specific times of 
year, creating a mosaic of burnt and 
unburnt areas throughout the land-
scape with different stages of vegeta-
tive regrowth. Controlled burning not 
only prevents large destructive wild-
fires, but also clears hunting grounds 
and promotes the growth of culturally 
important food plants which appear in 

Termite mound amongst spinifex 
grasslands, just off the Tanami 
road near the Granites gold mine. 
Feral camel in the background

u Caring continued
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the early regenerative phase following 
a fire. Traditional owners use burning 
as a way to “clean up the country” and 
create protective fire-proof barriers 
around sacred sites. Country that has 
not been burnt for some time can be 
said to “go rubbish” and may be con-
sidered unhealthy. While traditional 
burning continues to be a primary 
focus of Indigenous land management 
in the Tanami, limited access and the 
high cost of travel throughout the 
region has resulted in poor fire man-
agement and extensive uncontrolled 
burns in recent years.

My primary roll while at Laja-
manu was to coordinate and super-
vise the Wulaign Rangers Program, 
a community-based indigenous land 
management group that was set up 
to address a broad range of natural 
and cultural resource management is-
sues within the proposed IPA project 
area. Rangers included both younger 
and older men, and senior traditional 
owners supervised all activities. A 
collaborative approach using both tra-
ditional Aboriginal and contemporary 
Western land management techniques 
was adopted, in recognition of the 
value of both systems in addressing 
complex land use issues. With the 
turbulent changes to both culture 
and the physical environment since 
European contact, there are many 
new land management issues to which 
traditional Aboriginal knowledge is 
ineffective. The rangers were keen 

to learn new approaches in caring for 
country, and to become trained and 
recognized as competent land manag-
ers by mainstream conservation agen-
cies. Key focuses of the program in-
clude flora & fauna surveys, cleaning 
of rockholes and soakages (traditional 
water sources), trapping and hunting 
feral animals (i.e. foxes and cats), tra-
ditional burning, weed management, 
and revegetation with native spe-
cies. The Wulaign rangers have also 
taken on environmental rehabilitation 
contract work on the nearby mining 
leases including projects such as cap-
ping drill holes, weed control, cultural 
site protection, and seed collection for 
revegetation.

The high conservation signifi-
cance of the Tanami desert has meant 
groups such as Wulaign rangers have 
attracted attention from key national 
and state conservation agencies – the 
Australian Heritage Commission, the 
Northern Territory Parks & Wild-
life Commission, and Environment 
Australia. This remote, emerging 
group of Aboriginal rangers is part 
of a larger movement towards greater 
indigenous involvement in land man-
agement affairs throughout Australia. 

C o l l a b o r a t i v e 
initatives such as 
joint management 
of national parks 
and conservation 
reserves, the In-
digenous Protected 
Area program, 
and the integra-
tion of traditional 
e n v i r o n m e n t a l 
knowledge into 
mainstream land 

management practices are now seen 
as crucial to holistic land management 
in Australia.

Caring for country is of immense 
importance to Aboriginal people’s 
social and cultural well-being, and an 
invaluable contribution to a sustaina-
ble Australian environment. My brief 
time at Lajamanu was a glimpse into 
the profound relationship Warlpiri 
people have with their country – one 
that I have come to respect with deep 
admiration. While there are many 
bridges still to be crossed, growing 
partnerships between Aboriginal peo-
ple and conservation agencies offer 
renewed hope for the sound steward-
ship of Australia’s unique natural and 
cultural resources.

 


“Caring for country is of 
immense importance to 

Aboriginal peoples’ social 
and cultural well-being.”

Desert walnut tree

Andy Harrison is 
an ethnoecolo-
gist currently 
based in the Co-
mox Valley, BC. 
(250) 339-4754, 
aharrison@ekit.com
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Sustaining Subscribers
($ 50 - 99 annual donation):
Sustaining Subscribers ensure our distribution to 

young people and the general public through assisting with 
the placement of the Watershed Sentinel in schools, col-
leges, universities and libraries.

We wish to acknowledge and say a very special thank 
you to the Patrons and Sustaining Subscribers without 
whose long-term support and continued loyalty we could 
not have survived this past fourteen years. In accordance 
with Revenue Canada regulations, please note that grand-
fathered Sustaining Subscribers, who choose to continue 
to receive copies of the Watershed Sentinel as part of their 
donation, are not eligible for a tax receipt.

Please make cheques payable to Friends of 
Cortes Island and mail your donation to: 

Watershed Sentinel Fund
P.0. Box 39,
Whaletown, BC 
Canada V0P 1Z0.

A tax receipt will be mailed to you.

Sustaining Subscribers
Steve Ablitt, Whaletown BC   •   Alberni Environmental Coalition, 
Port Alberni BC   •   BC Spaces for Nature, Gibsons BC   •   Jilly & 
Lew Carlino, Whaletown BC   •   Citizen’s Stewardship Coalition, 
Port Alberni BC   •   Sue Frazer, Port Alberni BC   •   Ralph 
Garrison, Manson’s Landing BC   •   Elaine Golds, Port Moody 
BC   •   Wendy & Hubert Havelaar, Whaletown BC   •   Sheila 
Hawkins & Keith Symon, Burnaby BC   •   Shirley & Harry Holmes-
Holman, Denman Island BC   •   Barb Hourston, Nanaimo BC   •   
Jim Kearney, Manson’s Landing BC   •   Elaine Kerr, Courtenay 
BC   •   Ruth Ozeki & Oliver Kellhammer, Whaletown BC   •   
Paula Khan, Victoria BC   •   Langford Lake Protection Society, 
Victoria BC   •   Ingmar Lee, Victoria BC   •   Garth & Dianna 
Malcolm, Gananoque ON   •   Ruth Masters, Courtenay BC   •   
Mel McDonald, Victoria BC   •   Hugh McNab, Surge Narrows 
BC   •   Cathy & Don Morrison, Victoria BC   •   Norske Canada, 
Elk Falls, Campbell River BC   •   Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council, 
Port Alberni BC    •   Otter Point Ratepayers Association, Sooke 
BC   •   Maggie Paquet, Port Alberni BC   •   Tom Pater, Kyuquot 
BC   •   William S. Paterson, Nanaimo BC   •   Jo Phillips, Sooke 
BC   •   Norman Riggs, Powell River BC   •   Michael Rooksby, 
Victoria BC   •   Martin Rossander, Powell River BC   •   Sechelt 
Dental Centre, Sechelt BC   •   Paul Senez, Victoria BC   •   
Sheryl Taylor-Munro, Saltspring Island BC   •   Seymour Trieger, 
Nanaimo BC   •   Cordula Vogt, Saltspring Island BC   •   Milo 
& Virgina Wilcox, Whaletown BC   •   Susan Marie Yoshihara, 
Denman Island BC   •   Ray Zimmerman, Victoria BC   •   Ruth & 
Fred Zwickel, Manson’s Landing BC

Patrons
Martha Abelson, Manson’s Landing BC   •   Richard Betts, 
Burnaby BC   •   Cortes U-Brew, Manson’s Landing BC   •   

Debbie & Harry Burton, Saltspring Island BC   •   Colin 
Graham, Sidney BC   •   Brian Grant, Victoria BC   •   Alison 
Graves, Nanaimo BC   •   Barbara Graves, Lantzville BC   •   
Greenpeace Vancouver    •   Anthony Grinkus, Vancouver BC   
•   Happy Planet Foods, Salish Coast   •   Willem J. Havelaar, 
Courtenay BC   •   David & Ann Hiatt, Whaletown BC   •  
Robin Keller, Hornby Isld BC  •   Jeff King, Abbotsford BC   •   
Labour Environment Alliance Society, Vancouver BC   •   Paul 
MacGillivray, Vancouver BC   •   Hannah Main, Victoria BC    •   
James & Doreen McElvaney, Whaletown BC   •   Dorothy and 
Des McIntosh, Santa Barbara CA   •   M. Murphy-Falkner, Powell 
River BC   •   Sakiko Neufer, Whaletown BC   •   Stefan Ochman, 
Bamfield BC   •   Glen Osborne, Gabriola Island BC   •   Pender 
Island Health Clinic, BC   •   Joe Prochaska, Nashville TN   •   
Nina Raginsky, Saltspring Island BC   •   Paul Sanborn, Prince 
George BC   •   Basil & Jill Seaton, Jasper AB   •   Ronni Solbert, 
Randolph VT   •   Lesley Taylor, Richmond BC    •      Bruce Torrie, 
Victoria BC   •   Laura Trent, Victoria BC   •   Seymour Trieger, 
Ladysmith BC

Friends 
Across Borders Media, Victoria BC   •   Louis & Vera Broten, 
Edmonton AB   •   Marna Disbrow, Heriot Bay BC   •   Kathy 
Dunster, Bowen Island BC   •   Judith Lawrence, Hornby Island 
BC   •   Peter Rowlands, Smithers BC   •   Mike Thomsen, Victoria 
BC   •   Peter Johnston and Sue Wheeler, Lasqueti Island BC

Sentinels
Dr. Philip Chambers, Lantzville BC   •   Endswell Foundation, 
Vancouver BC   •

And All Those Who Wish To Remain Anonymous 

Sustainers of the Watershed Sentinel
With your help we will continue our role as an alternative magazine with a strong independent voice 

for environmental issues, activism, and social justice. We thank the following, whose support has 
brought you this issue. 

Watershed Supporters
($ 1,500 - 2,500 annual donation):
Like a watershed, Watershed Supporters help us flow 

with strength and purpose. We need to find, follow and 
write the stories, print the magazine, distribute it, and sell 
subscriptions and advertising. And we need staff with the 
appropriate expertise. Watershed Supporters are essential 
to making this happen.

Sentinels
($ 500 - 1,499 annual donation):
In days of yore, sentinels were stationed to herald the 

approach of threats. Our Sentinel Supporters allow us to 
keep watch on the issues and to inform concerned citizens 
and activists.

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel
($ 200 -  499 annual donation):
 Friends of the Watershed Sentinel help us offer con-

structive solutions to problems, and praise successes that 
lead towards an environmentally sustainable future.

Patrons
($ 100 - 199 annual donation):
Patrons support the public education program that is 

an integral and essential part of our publication.

MAY-JUNE 2004
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MillWatch May 2004

Reach for Unbleached!
c/o Box 39, Whaletown BC, V0P 1Z0

http://www.rfu.org 

Poster Mill
For Earth Day this April, BC environ-

mental organizations collaborated to release 
billboards and transit ads targeting the BC 
government’s environmental record. In Van-
couver, the billboards are located at two busy 
intersections: Broadway & Oak and Cambie & 
16th. In Victoria, the transit ads are located near 
the legislature at Menzies & Superior, at Fort & 
Foul Bay, and in Sydney at Beacon & 5th. In addi-
tion, the groups also released a summary report on 
the BC government’s environmental record over the 
past year. 

Crofton pulp mill graces this billboard which re-
fers to the rollback of effluent laws slated to eliminate 
the use of chlorine based bleaching. The Crofton mill is 
currently running six months of “focus groups” to “find 
out what the community wants” after a massive public 
meeting expressed concerns about the mill’s plans to burn 
coal, tires and treated lumber. A little bird tells MillWatch 
that Crofton also plans to resurrect its mid-nineties pro-
posal to landspread its sludge.

Energy from organic waste offers many options 
The waste disposal problems 

of organic material, from pulp mill 
sludge and wood waste to chicken 
manure, may have energy efficient 
solutions, producing fuels instead of 
pollution.

Kompogas
In Europe, 18 Kompogas plants 

are turning kitchen scraps into com-
post and natural gas, mostly under 
contract with municipal garbage au-
thorities. Theo Huwiler of Kompogas 
in Zurich says that anaerobic digestion 
costs 40 to 50 $US per ton of input 
waste. In Zurich, Switzerland, 1200 
cars and trucks run on the climate-

friendly gas, producing 80% fewer 
smog-forming chemicals than regular 
gas. If all the world’s organic wastes 
were treated this way, instead of rot-
ting in landfills, 10% of the world’s 
vehicles could run on Kompogas. See 
http://www.kompogas.ch/en/

Cellulose Ethanol
Canadian Press reports that an 

Ottawa biotech company is in the 
forefront of production of cellulose 
ethanol fuel, made from waste mate-
rials such as straw and wood chips, 
rather than agricultural products like 
grain. Iogen is a privately held compa-
ny that has been working on cellulose 

ethanol technology for more than 25 
years. Its research has been supported 
with millions of dollars in funding 
from Shell, Petro-Canada and the 
federal government. The company 
uses an enzyme, called “jungle rot” 
during the Korean war, to break down 
the waste materials into fuel. In April, 
the first shipment went to Montreal to 
be blended into the fuel at some Petro-
Canada stations. 

In Finland, pulp mills plan to  in-
crease mill efficiency using biometha-
nol: www.ppti.usm.my/events/web/PR
ESENTATION%20SCHEDULE.pdf 
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This simple test operates under 
the same principle that makes party-
goers’ clothing glow brightly under a 
black light. Special optical brightener 
dyes that are added to the vast ma-
jority of laundry detergents sold in 
North America (look for the words 
“brightening agent” or “whitener” 
in the fine print on your detergent 
container) are adsorbed onto natural 
fibres like cotton, causing them to ap-
pear whiter under natural sunlight and 
to fluoresce under ultraviolet light. 

Why OB monitoring? 

In most buildings, laundry efflu-
ent goes out through the same drains 
that carry sewage waste. Thus, testing 
streams or storm drains for optical 
brighteners is a good way to screen 
for the presence of wastewater from 
human sources. The ploy is simple: 
place OB “traps” containing fabric 
untainted with optical brighteners in 
watershed inputs. If the fabric subse-
quently fluoresces under UV light, it’s 
a good indication that sewage may be 
present. 

Currently, no method for OB 
testing is officially approved. Never-
theless, OB monitoring is an effective 
and inexpensive tool for anyone who 
would like to determine the extent and 
locations of illicit discharges. 

OB monitoring offers several 
advantages over alternative methods 
for detecting sewage contamination, 
which include bacteria testing, test-
ing for surfactants (another laundry 
detergent ingredient), and testing for 
caffeine.

Unlike bacteria testing, OB mon-
itoring is meant to pinpoint human 
waste. Fecal bacteria from waterfowl 
produce the same reactions on culture 
plates as fecal bacteria from human 
sources, but ducks don’t do laundry. 

Most illicit connections are not 

running 24/7. Because the OB traps 
are typically left in the field for days 
at a time, they collect an integrated 
sample, allowing the detection of in-
termittent contamination. 

And because OB monitoring is 
the cheapest and simplest of the avail-
able methods, it lends itself to whole-
sale surveys of storm drain outfalls, 
feeder streams, or rivulets within a 
given study area. 

As useful as OB monitoring is 
for screening watersheds for sew-
age inputs, it has its limitations. For 

Low-Cost Homemade OB Trap 
The key component is the material that will adsorb any OB dye that may 

be released into a waterway. The trick is not so much in finding the right mate-
rial (cotton is ideally suited), but in finding a supply 
that has not already been processed with OB dye. We 
used 6-inch-square unbleached fabric swatches used 
by the garment industry to test new dyes, ($1 apiece 
in bulk order). 

To make the traps, we cut 10-foot lengths of 2-
inch diameter PVC  pipe into 6-inch sections, and 
drilled two or four holes (for holding wire) in each 
section. The fabric swatches were stretched over the 
end  of the tubing and held snugly in place with thick, 
strong rubber bands. 

In the field, we placed the traps with the fabric 
end facing upstream against the direction of flow, and 
secured them in place by running wire through the 

holes and wrapping it around nearby tree roots or anything handy at the site. 
We used 17 gauge spooled aluminium wire, which proved malleable enough 
to be twisted easily by hand or with needle-nosed pliers.

by Don Waye 
Got D’s in chemistry? Spent more time partying than in the college library? 
Sounds like you’re perfectly qualified to perform optical brightener (OB) monitoring. 

Detecting Sewage Leaks 
With Optical Brightener Monitoring
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Tips
• Work with a partner in the field if possible. 
• To avoid false positives, handle swatches minimally 
and only close to the edges. Monitors should have 
clean hands and avoid excessive touching of their 
clothing. 
• When labeling traps, write small to allow for multiple reuses of the PVC 
pipe. 
• Attach “Do Not Disturb” signs to traps.
• In the field, carry a letter of explanation on official letterhead; this comes in 
handy when people wonder what you’re up to, or when you’re seeking permis-
sion to sample on private property. 
• To preserve samples, store them in a freezer (best) or refrigerator to retain 
any fluorescent signature for many months. 

Don Waye is an Environmental 
Protection Specialist with the US 

EPA’s Nonpoint Source Control 
Branch. He may be reached at 

Waye.Don@epa.gov; 202-566-1170 

Reprinted from The Volunteer Monitor, 
Summer 2003. An earlier article on monitor-
ing optical brighteners, using slightly differ-
ent methodology, appeared in the Fall 1999 
issue of The Volunteer Monitor (pp. 21-23).] 

instance, it is not likely to detect sew-
age from most commercial buildings 
— those that have toilets but no laun-
dry facilities. 

OB monitoring is ideally suited 
for composite sampling during base 
flow conditions. Wet weather sam-
pling is not usually recommended 
because the traps can be lost as the 
storm water pulse rips through the 
sampling area, and also the sediment 
load, especially from clay, tends to 
coat the cotton swatches and mask 
any OB dye that has been adsorbed 
onto the fibres. 

Although OB monitoring is con-
sidered a qualitative measure, some 
information on the severity of con-
tamination can be gleaned by making 
note of the relative intensity of each 
sample’s reaction with UV light. Con-
trol samples can be made by diluting 
laundry detergent in water to vari-
ous known concentrations. Verified 
positive results can be obtained by 
sending samples to a laboratory that 
can analyze precise intensities of OB 
dyes by scanning them under a spec-
trofluorophotometer (the instrument 
should be set to detect fluorescence 
in the range of 415.0 to 422.0 nano-
metres). Some universities have this 
equipment, usually in their physics 
departments. 

Case study and lessons learned

I used OB monitoring while 
working for the Northern Virginia 
Regional Commission (NVRC) in the 
summers of 1999, 2000, and 2001. For 
the first summer I hired two college 
interns to monitor the upper half of 
the 20-square-mile ulta-urban Four 
Mile Run watershed at a total cost of 
$6,800, most of which was the $10/
hour that my agency paid each intern. 
It took the interns six weeks to survey 
about 150 sites. The following sum-
mer I hired two interns for 120 weeks 
to monitor every known storm drain 
outfall in the watershed (299 outfalls 
in all). 

During the second summer, each 
OB trap was left out in the field be-
tween 4 and 72 hours instead of the 
7-10 day sampling period used the 
first summer to minimize interference 
from wet weather. 

We also switched from using hot 
incandescent UV bulbs (party bulbs) 
the first summer to a black light fluo-
rescent lamp with its own built-in base 
housing and cord. The self-contained 
fluorescent lamp, which we purchased 
for $24 from Home Depot, yielded 
more easily interpretable results and 
was not hot to the touch. 

The surveys revealed potential 
problems with several storm drain 
outfalls. (For additional informa-
tion on this project see www.nova 
region.org/4MileRun/obmslides).

Because we were sampling in 
a highly urbanized watershed, we 
placed traps at or near every out-
fall, whether or not the outfall was 
flowing. This allowed us to sort out 
which outfalls experienced intermit-
tent flows, and several sporadic illicit 
discharges were detected in otherwise 
dry outfalls. 

In the field, we used a Sharpie 
marker to tag each OB trap with a 
unique ID and key it to a specific 
location in the field (e.g., an outfall or 
rivulet). After recording the ID, loca-
tion, and pertinent site characteristics 
(e.g. outfall size) in a field book, we 
left the trap as long as base flow con-
ditions prevailed. We kept close tabs 

on the weather and retrieved the traps 
when rains threatened. 

Traps collected from the field 
were placed in large sturdy plastic 
baggies and brought back to our 
agency for black light analysis. All 
samples flagged as “potential posi-
tive” from the quick-and-dirty black 
light testing were sent to the lab for 
spectrofluorophotometric analysis, 
and in every case the presence of OBs 
was confirmed. For quality control, 5 
percent of negative samples were also 
sent to the lab for confirmation. 
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Here’s my account of the 2004 Weyerhaeuser Shareholder’s 
AGM which  I attended in April  as a proxy shareholder..

MAY-JUNE 2004

The HQ is festooned with exten-
sive beds of the invasive forest-dam-
aging English Ivy which drapes all 
down the sides of the building. Police 
were stationed at all intersections sur-
rounding the convention and there 
was a very heavy private security 
presence throughout. 

After registering at the front 
desk, I enquired if it would be pos-
sible to display the beautiful Big Tree 
poster created by Dr. Karen Wonders 
which was part of the presentation 
she made to the American Society 
of Environmental History (ASEH) 
convention which was held at the 
Empress Hotel here last week. The 
poster features wonderful old draw-
ings of historic big trees with descrip-
tions of social attitude changes about 
nature over the centuries. It features 
a prominent section entitled “Wey-
erhaeuser: On the Wrong Side of 
Environmental History.” (During the 
ASEH convention, we addressed the 
executive board and explained how 
their society was being discredited 
by their association with Weyerhae-
user.) (ASEH is closely affiliated with 
the ‘Forest History Society, which is 
sponsored by Weyerhaeuser. Addi-

tionally, two Weyerhaeusers sit on the 
FHS board.) The front desk person led 
me to the auditorium where I chose a 
seat right next to the microphone, and 
then she went off to find out about 
the poster. Unfortunately she came 
back with Dan Waite, Weyerhaeuser’s 
Corporate Security Manager who im-
mediately confiscated the poster and 
searched my briefcase right there in 
front of the whole crowd. 

The meeting commenced at 
exactly 9:00 with about 500 people 
in attendance. Weyerhaeuser Chair-
man, President and Chief Executive 
Officer, Steven R. Rogel (2003 sal-
ary, $1,148,077 + bonus $1,500,000) 
thanked everyone for attending, and 
before starting into the meeting he 
pointed out the window, where about 
20 Rainforest Action Network pro-
testers could be seen setting up in the 
distance on the other side of the duck-

pond. He said that Weyerhaeuser wel-
comed alternative views about their 
logging practices, but he warned the 
delegates “to please respect the dem-
onstrators, but do not engage in any 
dialogue with them.”

 He introduced the executive 
board members, including Rt. Hon. 
Don Mazankowski who once served 
as Canada’s Minister of Finance, and 
then went into his speech, the theme 
being “The Journey Ahead” for the 
world’s largest logging company. 
“Werhowser” as he pronounced it in 
his deep resonant baritone, “would 
become stronger by expanding [their] 
global footprint in the southern 
hemisphere” where they can “grow 
trees in half the rotation time of the 
north.” The company will “operate 
in all regions with greater speed and 
efficiency.” Weyerhaeuser, where the 
‘Future is Growing,’ plants more than 
120,000,000 trees a year, and only 
logs about 5% of its landbase annual-
ly. He said that their logging does not 
harm the environment, and suggested 
that on just 5% of the entire USA 
forested landbase, ‘intensive manage-
ment’ a la Weyerhaeuser could supply 
all US forest product consumption. 

OPINION FROM THE CLEARCUT FRONT

The AGM was held at 
Weyerhaeuser Cent-

com on their massive 
sprawling complex 25 
miles south of Seattle. 
Weyerhaeuser Way winds 
through acres of 2nd-
growth forests of fir and 
cottonwood and leads 
right to their Corporate 
Headquarters building 
next to a large duck-pond 
with expansive land-
scaped, manicured golf-
course style gardens.

by Ingmar Lee

“The world’s largest 
logging company 

would become stronger 
by expanding their 

footprint in the southern 
hemisphere...”
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He said that “Weyerhaeuser’s forest 
practices work to improve the health 
of our salmon runs.” Sounding eerily 
like Gordon Campbell’s letter to the 
New York Times about there being 
“more old-growth in British Colum-
bia today than when logging in the 
province began,” Rogel stated that 
“in Canada 91% of the original forest 
cover thrives to this day.” 

 
He droned on about Weyerhae-

user’s great commitment to the en-
vironment, saying that the company 
no longer clearcuts forests, but rather, 
was seriously into ‘variable reten-
tion’ logging, which provides seed 
trees and protects wildlife values. He 
stated that 92% of Weyerhaeuser’s 
operations are certified to ISO 14001, 
as well as SFI in the USA, while in 
Canada, they go by the CSA standard. 
In response to one shareholder’s pro-
posal that the company should seek 
FSC certification, Rogel responded 
saying that, “the company believes 
that FSC [is] redundant and would 
require that the company incur sub-
stantial administrative costs without 
adding any incremental value.” He 
referred to an IBM Business Consult-
ing report which found that “all three 
of the major certification systems 
in North America (CSA, FSC, and 
SFI) were, in their view, environ-
mentally equivalent.” Although most 
of Weyerhaeuser’s USA operations 
avoid old growth cutting, and “[their] 
mills long ago retooled or converted 
to the smaller logs produced by sec-
ond- and third-growth forests, the 
exception is British Columbia, where 
the provincial government licenses 
old-growth forests for harvest.” He 
described cosy relations with all 
stakeholders, including their British 
Columbia ‘partners,’ the Sierra Club 
of BC, Greenpeace, and Forest Eth-
ics, while flashing their names up on 
the powerpoint screen. (Apparently 
RAN’s American anti-Weyerhaeuser 

campaign has got them struck from 
the BC ENGO/Weyerhaeuser partner-
ship, much appreciated by me). The 
shareholders went along with Rogels’ 
recommendation and massively voted 
down the proposal which advocated 
an end to any further old-growth log-
ging, citing the leadership of Boise 
Cascade, and their Canadian peers, 
Domtar, Tembec and Alpac. 

Shareholders were offered 2 
minutes for questions and comments, 
“provided that they were of interest to 
the meeting,” so I got to the mike and 
described the Weyerhaeuser assault 
on Vancouver Island’s primeval for-
ests, referring to East Creek, the 85th 
of 91 Vancouver Island watersheds to 
face the axe. I described my efforts to 
stamp the Weyerhaeuser brand name 
onto the extinction of the Vancouver 
Island marmot. I suggested that such 
effort should ultimately decrease the 
value of Weyerhaeuser stock, and why 
don’t the shareholders invest their 
money somewhere ethical instead of 
the world’s largest logging company. 
I complained that Weyerhaeuser was 
despised on Vancouver Island for 
exporting 1,000,000 cubic metres of 
raw-logs annually to the USA. Before 
I could finish, Rogel slammed down 
the gavel and the mike went dead. 

Ken Wu, another proxy repre-
senting one share, then described 
Weyerhaeuser’s Walbran massacre 
and the efforts of anti-Weyerhaeuser 

blockades and protests in the val-
ley, followed by Pat Rasmussen who 
graphically described Weyerhaeuser’s 
depradations in Washington State, 
and in the temperate rainforests of 
the North and South American west 
coast, from Alaska to Tierra Del 
Fuego. While she was speaking, I 
held up large aerial photographs of 
Weyerhaeuser’s Vancouver Island VR 
clearcutting, which leaves on average 
a 20% retention of single trees spaced 
every 100 metres, and with reserves 
located in road-bights so it’s easier to 
salvage when it blows down the next 
year. For this I was sternly warned to 
desist by Mr. Waite.

The last audience member to 
speak thanked Weyerhaeuser pro-
fusely for their generous support for 
the ‘War on Terror’ by giving leave 
to 150 of their employees to join 
the Iraq Attack, which garnered a 
thunderous applause. As the meeting 
wound down, I schmoozed around 
with Weyerhaeuser’s environmental 
PR reps, and was able to present 
Steve Rogel with a copy of our film, 
“Beyond the Cutting Edge, A Trip to 
the Primaeval Forests of East Creek” 
which I recently screened around Eu-
rope, and which prominently features 
Weyerhaeuser’s ongoing invasion, oc-
cupation and massacre of our island’s 
once magnificent rainforests. As such, 
it is a graphic example of what giant 
American corporate interests do be-
yond their borders.

Not being all that patriotic my-
self, nevertheless, it was a relief to get 
back across the border into Canada, 
even without the expected body-cav-
ity search and chemical bath.



Photos by Ingmar Lee
Opposite Page — Green Mountain, 
2003. Marmot habitat in snowline, old 
growth and second growth clearcuts 
at top and bottom. 
Above  — Cathedral Grove Road.

OPINION FROM THE CLEARCUT FRONT

MAY-JUNE 2004
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INVESTING ETHICALLY,
INVESTING WISELY

Caring Where Your Money Is Invested
Can Go Hand In Hand With Good Returns

THE PINCH GROUP
Experience  •  Integrity  •  Results

Brian Pinch MPA, FCSI     Frank Arnold BSc., CFP
 Lori Woytowich                 Mike Higgins B.Comm 

Victoria’s Experts on Socially Responsible Investing

250-405-2468 or 1-877-405-2400

Call for a free information package on
Socially Responsible Investing or an

invitation to our next public workshop

QUADRA CREDIT UNION
The Discovery Island’s Full Service 

Financial Cooperative
Serving our members since 1941

  Quadra Island Office – 250 285 3327 
    Cortes Island Office  – 250 935 6617

  www.quadracu.com
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Diary of a Compost Hotline Op-
erator: Edible Essays on City Farming 
by Spring Gillard © 2003 - 205 pages.
ISBN 0-86571-492-4. New Society Pub-
lishers, Gabriola Island, BC, 1-800-567-
6772 - www.newsociety.com

Reviewed by Maggie Paquet

READING

I knew Diary of a Compost Hot-
line Operator had potential for 
humour when I read the opening 

quote by Bette Midler, who said her 
first compost heap was an epiphany: 
“a manifestation of God’s presence, 
the kind of transcendent…experience 
that lets you see your place in the big 
picture…” [Think about it.]

The “compost crises” the au-
thor has dealt with in over a decade 
working at the City Farmer garden in 
Vancouver (www.cityfarmer.org) will 
have you chuckling earthily, and all 
the while you’ll be learning the rules 
of successful composting—and a lot 
more.

Read about “The Recipe”—the 
proper ratio of green to brown 
stuff—and the “Rap Rules” of what 
NOT to put in your compost. Read 
about the mysterious Vancouver 
Christmas Tree Shredding Ceremony, 
worm bins, how to prevent rodent in-
festations, and how to avoid a smelly 
compost bin.

Diary of a Compost Hotline 
Operator is more than a series of 
diary entries. It is rich, full evidence 
that city farming is a viable—and 
enjoyable—enterprise. The book is 
an excellent read, with many dimen-
sions to appeal to a variety of readers. 
Whether you’re looking for informa-
tion on how to successfully compost, 
alternatives to pesticides, how to grow 
healthful food, or how to put some 
space in your yard to good use, this 
book will meet your needs and enter-
tain you to boot!

The author admits urban farm-
ing has a political aspect: “…grow-
ing your own tomatoes in a pot…is 
a political act, as much a symbol of 
independence as Gandhi’s spinning 
wheel.”

Compost as Epiphany

A lot of interesting thoughts 
went through my mind while reading 
this book. Questions like: What does 
composting have to do with municipal 
governments? Social justice? Health? 
Air pollution? Environmental aware-
ness? Or globalization, for that mat-
ter?

I got my first good advice on 
how to properly grow a compost heap 
from Derek Mallard, way back about 
30-odd years ago when I lived in 
Victoria. I’ve done urban gardening 
on and off ever since, but never real-
ized it was so widespread. Nearly 45 
percent of Vancouverites grow some 
of their own food in urban gardens. In 
Toronto, it’s about 40 percent.

When you realize that most Ca-
nadians live in cities and that up to a 
third of all land in cities is available 
for growing plants, you can see the 
tremendous potential of urban farm-
ing to provide healthy, low-cost food 
for people. And because this food 
doesn’t rely on the oil industry or 
huge transportation networks to bring 
it to consumers, the environmental 
and non-food health benefits are sig-
nificant.

There’s a lot of controversy about 
the nutritional value of commercially 
produced food. It’s grown on artifi-
cially fertilized soil, has been doused 
with pesticides and preservatives, and 
is usually picked before it is ripe. Even 
the organically produced supermarket 
food (if you can afford it) spends days 
in shipping and storage before it gets 
to your kitchen.

When we compost kitchen and 
garden wastes, not only are we recy-
cling stuff that would otherwise end 
up in the local landfill, we are trans-
forming waste into a product that con-
tains valuable nutrients that end up in 
our daily diet. Plants, and ultimately 
people, thrive on the rich soil that is 
built up with compost.

Municipalities across Canada are 
in dire need of reducing the amount of 
material that goes to landfills. The au-
thor says by recycling, we can cut our 
garbage by a third. When we compost 
kitchen and garden materials, we cut 
it by another third. When compost 
is used in city parks, plants are more 
resistant to bugs and diseases, making 
it possible to reduce or eliminate the 
need for pesticides. As well, many ur-
ban gardens are used for educational 
and food-sharing purposes, thus 
contributing to the growth of healthy 
communities.

Diary of a Compost Hotline Op-
erator is about sharing information. 
Maybe all you’re interested in is sav-
ing money or getting a bit of outdoor 
exercise, but if you’ve ever had a 
question about composting—whether 
on how to do it right to whether or not 
it’s worth your effort, this book is for 
you and your community. City coun-
cillors, planners, parks departments, 
residents can all benefit from the 
information and the chuckles—and 
some lip-smacking, juicy, home-
grown tomatoes.



“City farming is 
a viable—and enjoyable—

enterprise.”
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Complete Rainwater Harvesting Systems
Roof to Tap Design
Steel cisterns – polypropylene-
lined, 5,000 – 30,000 gal.
Roof washers / Gravity filters

Bob Burgess 250-246-2155

A Clean Sustainable Alternative
www.rainwaterconnection.com

New to the Watershed Sentinel mailing list? 
We have a gift waiting for you. 

Subscribe or donate 
to the Watershed Sentinel 

(See back cover) and receive 
a Free Copy of the  Cancer 

Smart Consumer Guide from 
the Labour Environment Alliance  

Society

Subscriptions 
$20 for one year, $30 for two in Canada

Big Tree
 Wilderness 
Tour

Day tours to some of the most 
magnificent rainforests on Southern 
Vancouver Island. Stroll through 
some of the oldest trees on Earth, 
in a veritable Garden of Eden. 
Saturdays, Sundays and some 
Wednesdays
Bus leaves Fairfield in Victoria 
at 6:30 am with pick up in Duncan 

Carmanah 
Forestry society

Phone: (250) 381-1141
carmanah@pacificcoast.net

www.carmanah.bc.ca

Help support the Cathedral 
Grove Legal 
Defence
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In this age of ever increasing political 
and economic change, and environ-

mental damage, local sustainability is 
imperative for the well being of com-
munities. Our ‘little’ island, which is 
not really small but has a proportion-
ally small population, is feeling the 
tug of growth and development, and 
an eroding of sus-
tainability. 

So what is 
sustainability and 
what is sustain-
able? It simply 
means living 
within the limits 
of what our local 
environment can 
safely support: 
that old cliché, 
living in harmony 
with nature. We 
could get bogged 
down in defining 
limits as the dirty 
water rises above our knees, our ge-
ography precludes total self reliance, 
or we can be proactive; plan for the 
future, learn from the past, reign in 
our habits of over consumption, and 
be conscious of the consumer choices 
we make that contribute to, or detract 
from, local sustainability.

One stunning example is market 
demand for shrimp. The environmen-

tal impact on developing countries to 
meet demands for the product have 
resulted in large losses of tropical 
mangrove forests, and salination of 
rice paddies that normally feed lo-
cal inhabitants. Destruction of ocean 
life and habitat by shrimp trawling 
(scouring sea beds with huge conical 

nets) continues globally and in our lo-
cal waters. Do we really need shrimp 
on our table? Why not buy fish from 
local fishers and oysters from local 
growers? And ask them how they 
harvest. 

You can get wood for your house 
cheaper at a big outlet lumberyard but 
what is the real price? One aspect of 
imported products is the addition to 

fossil fuel use and global warming. 
The farther away the product is, the 
higher the environmental cost. An-
other aspect is the cost of supporting 
corporate ‘middlemen’ and global 
advertising, to the detriment of wages 
paid directly to the producer. Can 
you downscale your plans, buy local 

wood, hire local 
carpenters, and 
thereby support 
the local economy 
and decrease your 
ecological foot-
print?

What about 
our local and re-
gional farmers? 
By encouraging 
local markets to 
buy locally and re-
gionally produced 
food, we lessen 
the pressure for 
large monoculture 

production and increase incentives 
for diverse crops that require less 
pesticides, are more nourishing, and 
support our local economy.

There are so many ways we can 
move toward sustainability and each 
step, like each drop in the bucket, will 
get us there. By acting locally we are 
helping globally.



FRIENDS OF CORTES ISLAND

The Local Imperative:
Local, Sustainable Products

by Kathy Smail

Cortes Sustainability Events and Resources
“Sustainability Within a Generation” by David Boyd LLB, Sunday, 

7:30 pm, May 8th @ Hollyhock Lodge. 
FOCI’s 3rd Annual Sustainability Home Show. Saturday, 

October 23rd @ Manson’s Hall.
Cortes Ecoforestry Society’s Cortes Island Woodworkers 

Directory. CES (250) 935-6888.
Co-operation for Cortes Self-sufficiency. Sedley Sweeny (250) 

935-6746.
FOCI’s Resource Centre. Call us at (250) 935-0087 or email 

foci@island.net

“Enjoy what you have — the things that are yours alone, and the 
things that belong to none of us. Both are nice, but the latter are 

precious. Those things that we cannot manufacture and should never 
own – water, air, birds, trees — are the foundation of life’s pleasures. 
Without them, we’re nothing. With us, there may be nothing left. It’s our 
choice.”

—“Top Ten Principles of Good Consumption, A Consumer’s Manifesto,” 
by Umbra Fisk, Grist Magazine, 2004
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SUSTAINABLE LIVING

That could change this year with 
the release of the CancerSmart 
Consumer Guide, published in 

March by the Labour Environmental 
Alliance Society (LEAS) and just hit-
ting distribution networks now.

The first of its kind in Canada, 
the 24-page guide identifies car-
cinogens, reproductive toxins and 
Endocrine-Disrupting Chemicals 
(EDCs) in many household cleaning 
and home maintenance products, con-
sumer pesticides and food. It offers 
easily-available alternatives that en-
able consumers to reduce their risk of 
exposure and to make safer, healthier 
product choices.

“Every year Canadians are 
exposed to numerous carcinogenic 
chemicals in the food they eat and the 
products they use — and they don’t 
know they’re being exposed because 
the ingredients are not identified or 
explained,” said LEAS executive di-
rector Mae Burrows. “This guide pro-
vides that information and provides 
practical solutions that help reduce 
their cancer risk and help the environ-
ment too.”

Still, it’s much more than a shop-
ping guide — it offers quick facts on 
cancer and cancer prevention, infor-

mation on pesticide contamination of 
food, and recommendations for public 
policy changes, including ingredi-
ent disclosure on consumer product 
labeling.

“The key message here is that, 
except for genetic cancer, most can-
cers are caused by exposure to car-
cinogens, whether it be carcinogens 
in tobacco smoke, UV sunlight or 
chemicals. We need to be paying a 
lot more attention to cancer preven-
tion through reducing exposure to 
the carcinogens that are around us all 
the time in everyday products,” said 
researcher Sean Griffin, the co-author 
and editor of the Guide. 

Among the carcinogens that 
often show up in household cleaning 
products is trisodium nitrilotriactete, 
a common ingredient in some laundry 
detergents that is listed under Califor-
nia’s Proposition 65 as “a chemical 
known to cause cancer.” The car-
cinogens atrazine, amitrol, captan, 
chlorothalonil and maneb are among 
the carcinogenic ingredients sold in 
pesticides across retail counters. The 
reproductive toxin toluene and the 
carcinogen methylene chloride often 
show up in paint strippers and other 
home maintenance products.

Griffin said the Guide also 
focusses on endocrine disrupters, 
including phenols in cleaning prod-
ucts and pesticide active ingredients 
such as carbaryl and dicofol, not only 
because of the growing link between 
EDCs and cancer, but also because 
EDCs demonstrate the close link 
between human health and the envi-
ronment. 

Just as the Guide was published, 
the Canadian Cancer Society released 
figures showing that the incidence of 
cancer is expected to rise 60 per cent 
over the next two decades. Canadian 
cancer statistics are age-standardized, 
so the increase is not related simply to 
an aging population.

“The World Health Organization 
estimates that at least 25 per cent of 
cancers worldwide are caused by ex-
posure to environmental carcinogens, 
such as pesticides and chemicals,” 
said Larry Stoffman, chair of the 
National Environmental and Oc-
cupational Exposures Committee of 
the Canadian Strategy for Cancer 
Control and a LEAS director. “The 
information that’s in this Guide can 
help reduce that exposure and lower 
the cancer risk.” 

The CancerSmart Consumer 
Guide grew out of another, ongoing 
project of LEAS called “Cleaners, 
Toxins and the Ecosystem.” LEAS re-
searchers work with health and safety 
committees in a number of worksites 
and industries to identify toxic clean-
ing products and replace them with 
safer, environmentally-preferable 
alternatives. 



Dozens of household products and pesticides on retail 
shelves across Canada contain carcinogens, endocrine-dis-
rupting chemicals (EDCs) and reproductive toxins. Yet most 
consumers have little idea what they’re being exposed to.

Sponsored by

the Friends of Cortes Island  
Sustainability Education Fund 

New subscribers and donors 
to the Watershed Sentinel will 
receive a copy of LEAS Cancer 
Smart Consumer Guide as a 
gift — see back cover for de-
tails.

Cancer Smart for Consumers
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E N V I R O N M E N TA L  S T O R Y  C O N T E S T  2 0 0 4

B.C. has one of the world's most creative 
and powerful environmental movements. 
Compelling and heart-wrenching stories 
abound about ordinary citizens standing up 
for a sustainable future. We at Sierra Club of 
Canada, BC Chapter want to collect and 
share these stories as part of our first-ever
Grassroots Environmental Story Contest. 
Among other great prizes, we're offering a 
grand prize of $1,000 to be donated to the 
B.C.-based grassroots environmental group 
of the winner's choice. 

Tell us your story!

GUIDELINES
We're looking for an original story (1,500 words 
max) about a grassroots environment effort in 
which you were somehow involved.

JUDGES
Bob Gibson, Valerie Langer, and Des Kennedy

HOW TO ENTER
Email your story and contact info to 
storycontest@sierraclub.bc.ca.

DEADLINE
May 18, 2004

www.sierraclub.ca/bc/storycontest
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SUBSCRIBE Now!
___ 1 year - Canada $20 Student/Low Income $10 (USA $26)

___ 2 years - Canada $30 (USA 2 years $40)

___ This is a renewal

___ This is a Gift: Send an announcement (details below)

___ Watershed Sentinel Donation     $50     $100     $200     Other $_____

___  Do not trade my name    ___ Keep my support anonymous

___ T-shirts ($25 ea includes shipping and taxes) 
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For a tax-deductible receipt on a DONATION, make cheques payable to the Friends of Cortes Island
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POSTAL CODE: _________  PHONE: ______________ EMAIL: ________________________________

Use this space to tell us what to say on your gift announcement.

Donors: What your listing should say 

MAIL MY GIFT TO : __________________________________

ADDRESS: ________________________________________

POSTAL CODE: _____________  PHONE: _________________ 

Very special gift 
For New Subscribers and Donors 

Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one -- Your donations keep these presses rolling, issue after issue! 

Donate!
Subscribe!

Donate!
Subscribe!

“I wish we could give everyone this marvellous booklet.” Delores Broten, Editor

 A free copy of The CancerSmart Consumer Guide
                    (see page 28) Value $6.50
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